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WIRING MAP
"P1" COLOR "J1"
1 BLACK 1
2 GRAY 2
3 RED 3
4 GREEN 4
5 BROWN 5
6 BLUE 6
7 ORANGE 7
8 YELLOW 8
9 PURPLE 9
SHELL DRAIN WIRE SHELL

MODEL NUMBER LENGTH
CSM9MF-1 1.0 .31
CSM9MF-2.5 2.5 .76
CSM9MF-5 5.0 1.52
CSM9MF-10 10.0 3.05
CSM9MF-15 15.0 4.57
CSM9MF-25 25.0 7.62
CSM9MF-50 50.0 15.24

NOTES:
1. CABLE ASSEMBLY SHALL BE TESTED FOR CONTINUITY.
2. CABLE ASSEMBLY SHALL BE INDIVIDUALLY PACKAGED IN ACCORDANCE WITH L-COM SPECIFICATION PS-0031.

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE:
ROHS, CE

DB9M/F CABLE ASSEMBLY

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
D-SUBMINIATURE

APPROVALS
DATE
TAC 4/25/01
UL 4/26/01
E 4/26/01

SCALE: NONE CAD REV: CSM9MF/SDDRW SHEET 1 OF 1

4840: REVISED L-COM LOGOS, ROHS, ADDED PANTONE 424C
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